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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The review of clinical reports is an essential part of monitoring disease progression. Synthesizing multiple imaging reports is also important for clinical decisions. It is critical to aggregate information quickly and accurately. Machine learning natural language processing (NLP) models hold promise to address an unmet need for report summarization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We evaluated NLP methods to summarize longitudinal aneurysm reports. A total of 137 clinical reports and 100 PubMed case reports were used in this study. Models were 1) compared against expert-generated summary using longitudinal imaging notes collected in our institute and 2) compared using publicly accessible PubMed case reports. Five AI models were used to summarize the clinical reports, and a sixth model, the online GPT3davinci NLP large language model (LLM), was added for the summarization of PubMed case reports. We assessed the summary quality through comparison with expert summaries using quantitative metrics and quality reviews by experts.

RESULTS: In clinical summarization, BARTcnn had the best performance (BERTscore = 0.8371), followed by LongT5booksum and LEDlegal. In the analysis using PubMed case reports, GPT3davinci demonstrated the best performance, followed by models BARTcnn and then LEDbooksum (BERTscore = 0.894, 0.872, and 0.867, respectively).

CONCLUSIONS: AI NLP summarization models demonstrated great potential in summarizing longitudinal aneurysm reports, though none yet reached the level of quality for clinical usage. We found the online GPT LLM outperformed the others; however, the BARTcnn model is potentially more useful because it can be implemented on-site. Future work to improve summarization, address other types of neuroimaging reports, and develop structured reports may allow NLP models to ease clinical workflow.

ABBREVIATIONS: BART = bidirectional and auto-regressive transformer; BERT = bidirectional encoder representations from transformer; LED = long-former-encoder-decoder; LLM = large language model; NLP = natural language processing; ROUGE = recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation

ChatGPT and other large language models (LLMs) have raised interest in using natural language processing (NLP) for clinical research (eg, to collect clinical outcome data).1,2 We sought to utilize AI technology to improve brain aneurysm research and clinical workflow by summarizing radiology imaging reports.3 Imaging reports are written by radiologists to describe findings of clinical imaging for disease diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. As additional imaging is performed and follow-up duration increases, additional time is required to review reports and make the diagnosis in a follow-up visit.1–6 Longitudinal imaging which captures aneurysm changes over the course of 3–5 years is common.7,8 This study specifically evaluated AI language models’ summarization of a longitudinal series of aneurysm imaging reports. We tested the capability and quality of different NLP models, including a GPT text model. We present methodology that can be used to evaluate NLP models. We aim to promote a systematic approach using quantitative evaluation to understand the performance of NLP models so that clinical researchers can objectively understand the strength and weakness of these new technologies and further harness the benefits they may provide to medical research.

In our analysis using real longitudinal brain aneurysm imaging reports, we first locally implemented 5 state-of-the-art summarization models: BARTcnn (Meta [previously Facebook] Menlo...
Park, California),9 LongT5booksum (Google, Mountain View, California),10 LEDbooksum, LEDlegal, and LEDclinical (Allen Institute for AI, Seattle, Washington) and compared the performance using expert-generated summaries (ground truth) within the hospital firewall. These are all machine learning models for NLP tasks. These models were developed and shared by Meta, Google, and the Allen Institute for AI, and further improved by individual users for NLP research. For example, BART (bidirectional and auto-regressive transformer) (BART-large-cnn by Meta) was trained on the CNN/DailyMail data set, with >300,000 news articles and their respective summaries from CNN and Daily Mail articles. GPT3davinci (OpenAI, San Francisco), a massive LLM, can only be accessed online and is therefore not a HIPAA-compliant application. But to compare it with the other 5 models, we used 100 publicly accessible English case reports related to brain aneurysms from PubMed.5 This evaluation allowed us to fairly understand the strengths of all the models in the tasks to generate aneurysm follow-up summarization reports.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical Collection

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. We anonymized and analyzed clinical imaging reports from 52 patients (64 aneurysms) from 2005 to 2022 undergoing monitoring for intracranial aneurysm progression. There were 44 females and 8 males. A total of 137 clinical imaging reports were used for this study. The average interval between the first and second visits, and second and third visits was 15.35 and 12.36 months, respectively. Typically, our center recommends aneurysm follow-up every 12 months. Sometimes patients return later than the recommended length of time. Usually, after the second visit, they will adhere closer to the schedule for the third visit. The aneurysm imaging reports include 3 modalities: MR angiography, CT angiography, and DSA. Online Supplemental Data show the patient demographic and imaging report information.

Case Report Analysis

We also performed comparative analysis and evaluated the NLP summary models using a data set derived from PubMed. A total of 100 publicly accessible English case reports on neurovascular disease (brain aneurysms, neuroangiography, vascular malformations) were collected through PubMed search, and their body texts were used for this part of the analysis. Expert-generated summaries based on these case reports as well as compiled figure captions were used as reference comparisons.

Reference Standards Preparation

H.T., B.J., and A.C., who trained in neuroradiology and brain aneurysm disease clinical reports, performed the following roles: wrote the summaries and graded the PubMed case reports and clinical imaging reports that were used in this research.11-13 K.N. and N.S., 2 board-certified neuroradiologists, reviewed and revised the summaries and grading. For each patient, summaries were generated from the first visit, first 2 visits, and first 3 visits. Patient information, aneurysm features, imaging technique, and treatment were essential information in the summary.

Summarization Models

We used 6 state-of-the-art NLP summarization models that have been trained with different source data sets and shown strength in faithful summary: BARTcnn—BART model trained on the CNN/DailyMail news data set;9 LongT5booksum—T5 trained on the booksum data set, a collection of human written summaries of various literature;10 LEDbooksum—Longformer Encoder-Decoder (LED) model trained on the booksum data set;14 LEDlegal—LED model trained on sec-litigation-releases data set containing more than 2700 litigation releases and complaints;14 LEDclinical—LED model trained on references extracted from revised references in the MIMIC-III data set, a database of public health—related data;15 GPT3davinci—GPT3 davinci-003 LLM utilizing 1.75 billion parameters to generate summaries and only accessible from an API provided by OpenAI.16 Except for GPT3davinci, models were implemented locally in Python (http://www.python.org). Online Supplemental Data aggregate information about each model and information to access the source code.

Quantitative Evaluation

We compared model-outputted summaries (model summary) to expert generated summaries (ground truth summary) through evaluation of recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation (ROUGE)-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L score, and BERTScore. ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, and bidirectional encoder representations from transformer (BERT) score are the standard matrix using computational approaches to assess the quality of NLP models.17,18 We also calculated text reduction: the ratio of the length of the summary with the length of the original text. Online Supplemental Data show the list of equations. Specifically, a unit of text, grams, was used in ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L score. (For example, a unigram refers to a single word.) BERTScore evaluates words in the reference summary and model summary by finding the cosine similarity and implements greedy matching techniques to define the score. For each metric, the F1-score, a statistical calculation to estimate the accuracy for each score type, was used to compare the performance of the models. The Figure illustrates the NLP parameters and the processes for calculating these scores.

Expert Evaluation

The expert evaluation was performed by 4 experts (H.T., B.J., K.N., N.S.) based on assessed readability, accuracy of information, comprehensiveness, and redundancy following the approach proposed by Goldstein et al.13-19 Online Supplemental Data show the evaluation matrix for each category and how the score was evaluated. Specifically, we evaluate each summary by comparing the model-generated summary against the expert generated summary (ground truth) for readability—refers to grammatical correctness of each summary, accuracy—refers to correctness of information in each summary, comprehensiveness—refers to amount of aneurysm information in each summary, and redundancy—measures length and amount of redundant information present in each summary. Each summary was evaluated and given a numeric score of 1 to 5 (5 being best) in the categories.
independently by H.T. and B.J. The average score was then approved by K.N. and N.S. to be the final score. In the case of discrepancies with a score difference of 3 (medium score), the summary was rescored until consensus was reached and the score was approved.

RESULTS

Our analysis using patient data showed that BARTcnn performed the best overall for single and longitudinal visit reports when both quantitative and expert evaluation was considered (Online Supplemental Data). LEDbooksum ranked second for 1 imaging report, followed by LongT5Booksum. For more than 2 imaging reports, BARTcnn held the best performance followed by LongT5Booksum and LEDlegal. Comparing the reduction of the text, experts were able to reduce report text to an average of 16.29%, 13.14%, and 9.86% for 1, 2, and 3 visit reports, respectively. LEDlegal and LongT5Booksum showed better text reduction but were low in comprehensiveness. BARTcnn provided the next best reduction and maintained reasonable comprehensiveness.

Our comparative study of model performance with GPT3davinci (Online Supplemental Data) found that GPT3davinci demonstrated superior performance in case report summarization, scoring highest in all categories. It was followed by BARTcnn and LEDbooksum. Based on the expert quality analysis, GPT3davinci and BARTcnn had the closest readability, accuracy, and redundancy. BARTcnn, which had the second-best overall performance, could produce comparable output to GPT3davinci while using local workstations (Online Supplemental Data).

DISCUSSION

Given the sophistication of the models and large training sets, we expected GPT3 and BARTcnn to be among the best models for summarization. Although there is room for improvement, these 2 characteristics appear to have been the most important determinants of summarization performance. LEDclinical was trained based on a critical care database (MIMIC-III), yet the performance was relatively poor.22 This may be because the radiology reports we summarized are more limited in scope than the broad assortment of clinical notes used to train LEDclinical against
discharge reports, and thus do not benefit from its reference revision approach.\textsuperscript{15} Additionally, the radiology reports may not be sufficiently long for the Longformer network model underlying the LED models (LEDClinical, LEDbooksum, LEDlegal) to have an advantage over the other models.\textsuperscript{14} The performance of LongT5booksum, LEDbooksum, and LEDlegal on average fell between BARTcnn and LEDclinical. This likely reflects the purpose of the original models (book summarization, and legal document summarization) being more restricted, while GPT3 and BARTcnn were trained on a wider range of topics. However, in some limited contexts (eg, LEDbooksum, single clinical visit quantitative metrics), they were able to surpass BARTcnn. In the expert assessment of redundancy, the BARTcnn model did have a tendency to repeat sentences, but this did not have a large impact on the human readers’ ability to parse the summaries. (For example: Patient will have follow-up MRA in 12 months. Patient will have follow-up MRA in 12 months.)

Summarization of longitudinal clinical imaging reports is a relatively new area of research. However, in the past, work has focused on both NLP processing of neuroradiology reports\textsuperscript{23–25} and extracting temporal relations from clinical reports.\textsuperscript{26,27} Processing of neuroradiology reports includes different objectives, such as generating diagnoses or summarization. Recently, neural network NLP models have become the focus, in particular variations of BERT-based models.\textsuperscript{28} Models such as ClinicalBERT predict 30-day hospital readmission based on discharge summaries and various intensive care clinical notes, including radiology reports.\textsuperscript{29} Recently, a variety of BERT derivatives, collectively referred to as RadBERT, were trained with a broad set of Veterans Affairs’ radiology reports and tested on tasks including summarization.\textsuperscript{30} The testing methodology differed from that presented here. Summaries generated by experts were not used, and the data set, likewise, was not focused on a specific disease or longitudinal data. Their results therefore are not directly comparable with ours, and their reported ROUGE scores were uniformly lower than our results. The BARTcnn model we tested extends BERT with an autoregressive decoder, effectively adding a key feature of GPT to BERT.\textsuperscript{3} The model design, along with initial training set, is a large part of why BARTcnn was able to outperform other local models in our study.

Defining temporal relations in clinical reports is essential to follow the course of disease and treatment. Previous research has largely focused on encoding the sequence of events with a structure digestible by software for further analysis. Based on a few forms of cancer, the clinical data sets (THYME/THYME2) have been carefully annotated.\textsuperscript{31} Other diseases and longitudinal series of radiology reports have both not been a focus. Direct summarization via deep learning models, as we present here, has only recently become viable and bypasses the explicit extraction of temporal relationships. This approach shares the pros and cons with many other machine learning solutions. The model is largely a black box that is simple to use and very effective, but because it does not explicitly give structure to the data, modifying the form of the output into, for example, a chart or table may require another model focused on temporal relation extraction.

The models we evaluated showed great potential to help clinical workflow and follow-up management. These models were not designed for clinical imaging reports, and with the exception of LEDclinical, not trained on clinical data sets. Based on our qualitative (expert) evaluation, we identified some common limitations. Online Supplemental Data provide examples and critiques of the output from the different models. Many models had qualitative deductions in readability, including spelling and grammatical errors, as well as a lack of comprehensiveness (Online Supplemental Data). This lack of comprehensiveness often concerned the end of the text, leaving out important information that occurred at the end (eg, patient outcomes or treatment). This limitation means that these existing models are not immediately ready for clinical usage. In the future, better focusing the models on the characteristics of the data set can further improve the models. Future steps to improve summarization can be first to tune the models, adjusting input/output length and other parameters, followed by transfer learning on the longitudinal aneurysm imaging report data set we have now created. Currently, we are researching other related topics as well, including the combination of CNN image-processing with NLP text to process complete imaging reports.\textsuperscript{32}

Based on this study, we found that the type of data missing (eg, aneurysm locations) varies between different models. In the current state, the models can only reliably provide information, such as general patient history and sometimes miss critical diagnostic information. However, NLP models continue to rapidly improve. Our intention was to compare these models in a relevant way, so that as new models are developed, we can objectively assess model performance. Comparing different models with expert evaluation can also help computer scientists identify future areas to be addressed and facilitate further developing better AI-generated summaries that can be sufficient for a clinical review.
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CONCLUSIONS

The AI NLP models showed great potential to generate clinical summaries. Although these models were not created for clinical imaging reports, the summaries were able to capture critical information, albeit not yet at a level suitable for clinical usage. While the GPT model had superior performance, a local BARTcnn model provided comparable quality results. This work showed a new pipeline to evaluate AI NLP models for future neuroimaging report applications. Future steps to improve summarization will be to tune the models with transfer learning on different clinical longitudinal imaging report data sets.